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QuikKovers can be fitted to disks during production and disks can then be
“nested” on top of each other. After “nesting”, the stack of disks and
covers becomes stabilized into a “tower” such that media and covers can
be sold in one stack, together. 50 disks with QuikKovers installed
approximately equal the height of a tower the size of 100 disks sold
without Kovers.
Our unique patent pending packaging eliminates the need for a standard
plastic “cover” and “base” typically used to sell CD/DVD “towers” thus
saving the cost of the parts and reducing the plastic parts needed for
standard towers of disks.
QuikKovers eliminate the need to have to purchase separate “jewel
cases”.
QuikKovers eliminate the need to “fight with” cumbersome, poorly
designed “jewel cases” when using or storing disks. Think for just a
moment of how many times you have watched, or heard of, people
breaking the jewel case cover, having the top of the case “pop off” the
bottom and drop the disk on the floor potentially scratching the media or
end up with a cut finger from a piece of shattered acrylic plastic? It is such
a universal problem that a comedian recently performed a hysterically
funny, entire routine based on trying to open a Jewel case without
damaging himself or the disk.
Round QuikKovers take up less space than square jewel cases.
Graphics can be labeled, printed, or engraved on one or both sides of the
QuikKover, providing advertising exposure each time a Kover is removed
and during the time data is being written to a disk or when the disk content
is being used. (High costperexposure for advertising!)
Adding QuikKovers to disks is easily incorporated into the disk Mfg.
process. Instead of placing the disk directly onto a plastic “tower”, the disk
would be snapped in place onto the QuikKover and then “picked and
placed” onto a stack of “nested” disks, repeating the process until the
number of desired disks per tower is reached.
Our patent pending “tower wrap” packaging means no additional plastic
injection molded pieces are necessary.
One or more disks complete with QuikKovers, can be removed easily
from our “tower wrap” of “nested” disks, leaving the rest of the “tower”
intact for easy storage.
Raised outer and inner “rings” keep disk dataside slightly elevated from
QuikKover for increased protection of data side.
QuikKovers provide an easy, safe, light and nonbulky protection for
mailing of Disk media.
Mass duplicators can easily speed the duplication process by loading disk
data, snapping disks into QuikKovers and then labeling or printing the
disks after installation of the QuikKover, avoiding entirely the process of
having to open and reclose a “jewel case” The disk/Kover assembly can
then be slipped into a preprinted cardboard sleeve for mailing/distribution.
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Using our “Nested Tower” design provides an ecofriendly disk and cover
solution since there is far less plastic used in each cover, and the
“standard” plastic tower components including the base and cover (which
are typically discarded after the last disk is used) are no longer be needed,
thereby saving a considerable amount of plastic on every tower of disks
sold.

QuikKovers are sold in a pack of 60 covers, for $19.95 plus $5.05 Shipping.
Try a pack today and if you do not think they are the best CD/DVD covers you
have ever used you can return them for a refund. Your satisfaction is
guaranteed.

